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Forward
Welcome to the 1990 edition of Parnassus. I hope the reader, whether
student or not, will enjoy this collection of the writings of Taylor students.
175 poems and stories were submitted this year and, as we are limited to
eighty pages, we could not print all of the pieces that we would have liked
to include. I believe, however, that we have preserved here some of the
best of this year's crop of student writing.
The students who contributed to Parnassus 1990 deserve congratula
tions for their fine work, and I thank them for submitting it. I also appreci
ate Rhonda Gretillat, English Office Secretary, for the hours she spent
typing the entries into the computer. Jeff Kiger was an invaluable help in
doing the layout on the Macintosh. Faculty Advisors Prof. Dinse and Dr.
Swan have also been greatly appreciated for helping this first-time editor to
edit. Without any one of these people, Parnassus would still be back on the
drawing board, instead of in your hands.
Photographs were supplied by Laura Bernd's family alburrls and by
Taylor Archives. The cover was supplied by Laura Bernd.
And lastly, a few thoughts from some of my friends.
Dancing in all its forms cannot be excluded from the curriculum of all
noble education; dancing with the feet, with ideas, with words, and, need
I add that one must also be able to dance with the pen?
-Friedrich W. Nietzsche
The blues is a low-down shakey chill, and if you never had 'em, I hope
you never will
-Robert Johnson
(King of the Delta Blues Singers)
Keep on rockin in the free world

-Neil Young

Scott McGlasson, Ed.
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i give

Toby Shope
i give
to
you
give
to me and you
become
one
itake
from
you
take
from me and you
become two
broken pieces of
one

Sketches in Blue

Becky Rutherford
In the cacophonic brittle of city-frozen precipitation hitting street light after
street light, a shady figure glides his furtive glance around the dark hour and
slips noiselessly through the black-lit alley and through the deep midnight.
(This is the blue evil that lurks in the hidden caverns of every man's heart.)
In the warmth and in the sunshine, a freckled, red haired, pigtailed little girl
sits toothless in the swing, giggling at the dusty goat butting at her brother.
(This is the blue mischief that plays in everyone's passing nursery.)
In the sombreness of the sitting chair situated in the front room, a fresh
widow faces the window, unseeingly maturing in the void, now devoid of
the healing moisture that relieves the hurting human heart. (This is the blue
grief that resides in the echoing halls of every person's hollow mansion.)
In the youth of the laughing-faced high chair, a coo-baby smiles wrinkly,
enjoying the after-birth of openness and laughter, and excites his siblings
with his first white-gleaming teeth. (This is the blue life that holds together
every man's wind-blown tent.)
(These are the blue reflections in a bottomless pond on a wintercold day
when the icebitten wind comes in from the North to stay.)
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(untitled)
Bethany Shull
I wish I wore
A suit of silver armor
Invitingly impenetrable

To the one I've never known
Jeffrey McKenzie
I've grown to know you through little things
that aren't even you, the bottle of root beer
you didn't drink, the one bought for you,
that you sipped to be polite. Vou peeled away
the layers of styrofoam from the glass like
unwrapping a present on Christmas morning,
in small pieces and strips until you could see
your hand on the other side, through the bottle.
You left it in the back seat; I drank it when
I went home.
Once I heard you say;
"I don't usually wear nail polish, it makes me
feel so superficial." At the time, we were playing
bridge, and I honestly liked the color,
especially its contrast with the light
blue cards you were holding and throwing away,
the ones I was to gather and deal again.
Of all the gifts you've given to me, I love
these the most— probably because they weren't
intended. Little things that aren't even you.
I'm sure you've hidden my presents to you in dark
corners and on dusty shelves
that I'll never find, presents I can't take back;
they're boxes of misplaced smiles and uncertain
hellos hastily wrapped in the kind of tissue
paper you can see right through,
and read the writing on the box.

Parts
Alida K. Stark
HERE ARE YOUR PARTS

what do i do with them?
WHATEVER YOU LIKE, THEY'RE YOUR PARTS

must i use them all?
THEY'RE YOUR PARTS

can I use someone else's?
NO, THESE ARE YOUR PARTS AND YOURS ONLY

what can i do with them?
TRY, SEE WHAT YOU COME UP WITH

what if It doesn't work?
TRY AGAIN

and if i use all the parts?
YOU'VE REACHED YOUR LIMIT, YOUR TOTAL CAPACITY, YOU'RE DONE

and if i give up with before i've used them all?
YOU'VE REACHED YOUR LIMIT, YOUR TOTAL CAPACITY, YOU'RE DONE

so if i don't use them all i've lost?
I DON'T KNOW, DO YOU THINK YOU'VE LOST?

the entrancer
Becky Rutherford

jingle charm tingle
loose
hair
flow
wall-

smoke
swaying

DARK

SLANTS

sm ed
udg
intoxicating glitter of jewelflash
smoothbellyglide.
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To Tianamen Square, July 1989
Bethany Shull

Could the wide eyes of innocence
in the glaring
of your blood
gaze far enough to glimpse
the face of God?
Could the groping hands of hunger
in your stubborn
quest for truth
ignite this smoldering planet's
final flames?
Will the fearful, hidden faces
of your wounded
tortured dreams
drown in festering pools
of blood and tears?
Or will they struggle to their feet
beneath the chains
that weigh them down
And arise to arm for battle
once again . ..

A Bug On Its Back
Jack Lugar

Abugonitsback
Noparticulartype
Abluebug
Stretchingitslegslikeawinduptoy
unabletomove
Iwatchasitstruggles
agonizes
Ipickupmyfoottokickitover
Oops!
My foot slipped
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If scientists were poets
Jeffrey McKenzie
God's in his heaven.
All's right with the world!
—R. Browning
If scientists were poets
then they would most certainly
write in rhyme
and couplets
saturated in iambic pentameter,
mixing meaning and language
to precipitate truth from every
Shakespearean sonnet.
But throw science to the poet
and spontaneously
God is proven to exist,
while it is discovered, in fact.
Beauty
catalyzes the chemical reaction of
Love.

faith
elyce elder
faith
lies
within
the
sounda
that
ten
o'clock
train
passin'
thru
and
alia
that
traffic
before
it
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tracks
kenneth a clarke
we walked along the same track
between the rails and spikes
each taking short broken steps
following the pattern of the ties below
occasionally losing balance
stepping on the jagged rocks surrounding
i'm tired of this walk he said
so leaning on my shoulder
he climbed on top of
the rail
we walked along the same track
me still following the same path
he walking unsteadily
on top of the rail
why are you having so much trouble i asked
he said because i keep looking back
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For Diana
Jeffrey McKenzie

Her beauty (probably not the
right word) isn't. Better
to say she's like a remark
that wouldn't be fun unless
it wasn't allowed; I like her
best when she's driving fast, but
this attraction somehow reminds me
of this little blonde girl I saw once,
wearing a ruffled dress and shiny
black shoes, who looked very
happy while she played
beside the road.

Hot Air Trees
Jack Lugar

A tree
Shaped like a yellow green hot air
balloon
resting on the ground
In the ground, dirt, grass
The wind presses like air surging from
bottom to top
Circling
Disfiguring the rounded skeleton
Slowly rising to the sky
Year and again
The basket still planted
13

gulls
Kenneth A. Clarke

he moved with caution yet with moments of carelessness
climbing the rocks
feeling the cool grittiness of their surfaces
covered with paths of seaweed and moss
the sound of the surf breaking onto the coast
competed
with the angry cries of seagulls fighting over the remains
of a decaying fish
the sounds filled his mind and soul
making him one with the sea
which would destroy him if he ventured too near
he could not see far for a soupy grey fog
blanketed everything in wet coolness
in the tidal pools which emerged out of the fog
with an eerie shine
he could see fighting crabs and countless snails
all enjoying the refuge from the angry waves
retreating from the relentless tide he climbed toward land
where the rocks were less slippery
and broken by the waves
climbing up further inland he found in a crevice
the crude nest of a seagull
at the sound of his laboring the little gulls inside
had raised their heads on skinny wobbly necks
waiting to be fed
in his delight of finding the little birds
he almost failed to notice the pair of seagulls
mauled horribly on the surrounding rocks
everything seemed too quiet as he picked up the nest
baby gulls
they huddled together for warmth and occasionally
a small head would raise and weakly cry out for food
only to suddenly drop
his stomach turned and seemed to fall with the nest
only to knot up as the little birds were dashed
on the rocks below
he saw or heard nothing on the way back
to the cottage
over and over he told himself as he labored through the fog
which seemed like a great weight upon him
he had done the right thing
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BEACONSFIELD
James Palmer

"Dreams—dreams."
Mutters Disraeli, as he stokes a fire at Hughenden.
Do you know, Ben, I'm thinking the same myself.
Although you're at home, at the end of your life
And I'm at school and just beginning mine.
Dreams—dreams. Memories of things past for you,
Dreams—dreams. Shadows of things to come for me.
Old man, although an age and an ocean separate us.
We feel the same, you and I. We understand each other.
I saw your statue once, in Parliament Square—I saw you
And I loved you. The shots I took did not turn out—
I guess you can't freeze a moment like that on film. No,
It belongs tucked in the mind, a someday misty memory.
And it seemed, Ben, that when our eyes met
On that summer's day in London, when the steam
Rose off the pavement and the pigeons in Trafalgar Square
Shimmered through the heat, it seemed as though we both
Recognized a common bond—two Jews
Who write a lot: "When I want to read a novel,
I write one."
And now, Ben, when I pine for London, when I sigh
for listeners or fdr just a friend, because my home now
Is full of yelling college boys—"There is nothing worse
Than a dinner of men—"I think of you and write a bit
Or call an old friend, or read your work or read your life.
And somehow, you are out there, and in here (maybe not, bu
Thinking of you and talking to you smooths my way a little.
You and I, we feel the same. You and I, we understand each
other.
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(untitled)
Toby Shope
sweet talking
ma
nip
u
lator
use and
abuse me
milk me for
all
I'm
worth
chew me up
spit me out
and stomp me
into
the
ground
enticing smile
and tender words
seductively
whisper
to my
soul
but in the guise
of an angel
your life
is in
hell

Walter Came By Today
Lori Anderson
Walter came by today.
He was wearing his brand new bow tie.
Asked if I'd like some old screws and
washers.
I said no.
Walter's like that..
So we sat on the front porch step
and squished our toes in the fresh-cut
grass
Me in my leotardsHe is in his bow tie.
Walter's like that..
He never said anything.
Neither did I.
Just sat and squished our toes in the fresh
cut grass.
He left at 7:43.
Gave my hand a firm shake
Then walked back down the road.
Never said good-bye.
Walter came by today.
He was wearing his brand new bow tie.
He won't be back.
Walter's like that.
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more facts about dragons.
Thorn Verratti
dragons are
dragons are beautiful creatures.
they are big, bigger than churches
and heavier than shelves of National Geographic;
but beautiful—oh, unimaginably beautiful,
they positively shimmer
like the air above a parking lot
on summer afternoons, and just as blistering.
dragons know
dragons know how to move.
they don't swim, but they cut through air
as if air were wet;
but grace—they move with grace,
dignity like DC-10's
but quieter and majestically slower
and turning they always surprise you with a look.
dragons can't
dragons can't be tamed.
they are wild, wild like Manhattan
and more capricious than floating ash;
but loyal—just amazingly loyal,
they choose their friends
and defend them like their dearest beliefs
and hardly ever eat them.
dragons like
dragons like to be alive.
they can sing ballads all night
and they know their mythology;
but alive—unmistakably alive,
joy streams from their throats
like rainwater from a roof
and when they close their eyes the lids are iridescent.
dragons don't
dragons don't exist,
dragons persist.
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TWO CIDES
Shawn D. Denny
If I pull the trigger.
It'll end up all
right.
If I pull the trigger.
It'll end up all
right.
If I pull the
It'll end up all
right.

Lying in Bed on a Summer Night
Jeff Unruh
Quietly, I lie listening
As the breeze from the screened-in window
Tumbles through the hairs on my chest
To the sounds of the world below—
A screaming siren muted by the roar of a nearby truck;
Liquid hisses of neighbor cats feuding;
The wind gently stroking the open wooden door
Against the side of the garage
In a slow, rhythmic beat—
I close my eyes and watch
The day parade through my mind
Like a drive-in movie.
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RAINDROPS OF TEARS
Sherry Fogg
The rain pounds down
and the clouds darken the sky.
Heads are hung low under hoods
to escape from the rain.
But one head is hung low,
not hiding from the rain,
but hiding the tears and sorrow
that flow from weary eyes.
This is a nice day because it's dreary
and no one sees the pain in her eyes
because heads are hung to escape the rain.

achromatic day
Stephanie Novak

ugly brown slush
edges the white snow
grass vainly tries to poke its head through
the heavy mixture
wet brown puddles splash
brown speckled pants
stiff frozen socks fill
stained shoes

(untitled)
elyce elder

had a

footprints lead nowhere
a confused jumble, some run over
by tire tracks

feeling

People, heads down, steam rising
from their collars,
try to follow the prints
mumbling as they go.

that if

this morning

i just
pressed
my hand
to the
windowscreen
hard enough
it would
melt
right
through
and
dissolve
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mypre-poultryexistence
Toby Shope

blindness

pressure

muffled sound
i am trembling naive
and Innocent
intensity feeds
upon my breath and
encapsulates my fear
no light

no darkness

turning

turning

no release
turning

stop
surely i shall die
exploration once filled my days
but falling sands entombed me
ventures into void are stifled
no emptiness exists
(except perhaps the space inside my bloated bleeding heart)
here i lie no destination
despairing, destined for doom
pushing
stretching
yearning

exhausting

living death inside a tomb
obligingly triumphant-minded
i will try again
tomorrow
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another dragon poem
Thorn Verratti

Cynthia WOULD insist
loudly, to Imag. Writ. 121,
that dragons were THE BEST SUBJECT
FOR A poem—
because they weren't real.
because who could argue
about the accuracy of her images
about the appropriateness of her metaphors
where dragons were concerned?
So Cynthia wrote
about short, fat dragons,
dragons in clown caps,
sun-yellow dragons with simpering grins.
She used them as symbols
for hot-air politicians
or the Catholic Church.
Other times her dragons were modern
her dragons ate sushi
they were called away on jury duty
or drank martinis in hot tubs.
Until the fateful day
the day when Cynthia came to class
(everyone always laughed at Cynthia's dragon poems)
came to class very much quieted
with a glazed stare
(as if she'd been visited by something quite startling)
and singed eyebrows.
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the meek shall inherit the earth
John C. Bollow
humility is hip
and expresion humble
win kudos
from the girls you'd like to meet
Is it any more right
that meekness
crown the pride
of my heart
over
inflated negligance of
its true position?
One ignores the truth,
the other completely naive.

(untitled)
elyce elder
the
young
kid
leaned
against
his

And it's wrong.

rusty

Like a broken window
Like a ghetto lot
and
blood on snow

bike
and
stared
at me
with
grey
eyes
as he
had
nothing
better
to do

Settlement of Soul
Shawn D. Denny
In the daily mess we call life
Who are you?
Where are you?
Have you committed ADULTery yet?
Or is the child of your youth
Still the love of your life
The cookie cutter is slicing and dicing
Are you a form of its mold?
Making children who cut their own seed
The circle is tightening and drawing
It winds itself into Lisigous
And B-Spline curves with no pattern
The scream is for contentment and peace
But where are they?
Have they finished bargaining for stark
"God!", you cry at the sound of failure
And to God the words fly
Not knowing you have scorned the source
Contentment is a word without meaning
God is truly a meaning
That formed Himself into a Word
What word is spoken that does not reap?
The word was Contentment
And it was abused to death
Scars are gone now and anguish too
But the pain still lingers
In a heart that eternally spills its blood
Why do we seek such paltry happiness?
Gold for magic is the trade
Beads for love exchanged
What are you? When are you?
There are answers to these questions
But the voice is a whisper of silence
Contentment is a word without meaning
The Spirit is a meaning without form
God can be found at the crossing

(untitled)
Toby Shope

I think that today
I shall step
onto the playground
put on my thinking-cap
and smile again
looking through broken-framed
all-scratched-up lenses at
untarnished innocence
erasing like magic
the scars of divorce
and other battalions
which broke through the barriers
and tore down the walls
(my only defenses I placed there myself)
inflicting a wound
through which dripped in pulses
warm
scarlet
memories of childhood
(untitled)
r. john donahue

placid eyes and grey
perceptive
turn your head away
to tremble
like you've never done
before
(the castles wash away)
breeze a soft decay
relentless
wipes your breath away
in circles
they disintegrate
as if
(the castles that we made)
i disappear inside when thoughts escape from your eyes and
when i want to run and hide you'll find me always 'till
the day that you
(die)
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MOSHELE LAUGHS
James Palmer
Well, Man! What holds your tongue?
What keeps your soul from screaming at the sight
Of me?
Your face is pale, but ha!
Has not my clammy pallor.
Your eyes are wide, but ha!
They're not my gaping holes from which
My misery reaches out and grasps you by the throat
Which gasps with shock, but ha!
You've not my rattling cough, the deathlike scrape
That says my end is near.
Well, Man! What holds your gaze?
Why stare you so
At me?
Forty years have now gone by
And still my face rolls off the presses.
Out of Dachau and into the history books.
Well, why do it, Man?
Why perpetrate my horror and why not just let me sleep?
For still my eyes cause throats to close and those who see me
weep.
So tell me, Man, what says this for you that forty years ago
You
marched me to mass graves
And now you perch me on your shoulder
And prop me up to keep me thereA screaming blood-spattered starving Jew
Is your conscience?
I laugh at you, you see, because you keep me in vain.
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GINO'S EAST (160 E. SUPERIOR)
Thorn Verratti

at Gino's
someone else has left her mark,
traded in a bit of her fifteen minutes
for a bit of the wooden wall
just above the table line,
topological^ speaking
there is not a square inch of the surface that is Gino's
that has not been seized—
it started with pens, I imagine,
the occasional butterfly knife,
the angry black markers (did they pass them out at the door?)
and now the fad is correction fluid
which glows palely in the candlelight
and flakes off into the pizza.
I can squint and study each deathless word
scratched into my plastic glass,
cut away from the vinyl seat cover,
even spraypainted on the ceiling in a (drunken?) boldness,
or I can let my eyes lose focus,
glaze the tangle of witty scrawls
and witless self-assertions
screaming I AM , I AM, I AM
to this smoky, windowless basement.
or I can run my fingers over my friend Susan
(or is it Susanna? Susie?)
watch her crumble whitely in my hand
until I feel another's fame
as splintered depressions.
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A MILESTONE
Stephanie Novak

The winning goal,
a lost idol.
The meek, damp day
Doesn't match your pride
As you make your peacock way down the soccer field.
Past those you've trampled
On both sides of their skin.
I think, "I hate sports."
You stand in front of me, waiting
Yes, you were a jerk.
But I don't care
You can drive me home anyway.

SUPERMAN FELL TOO
Sherry Fogg

You were my hero-1looked up to you,
I loved you.
Everything about you made me happy
You made me laugh when I wanted to cry
and you held me close when I was lonely.
I hoped for you and that maybe one day
you'd love me.
But I was replaced by your heroesheroes of death and destruction.
Now I look down at you as
the dirt slowly covers up the memories.
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"Your Personal Cinema"
Mike Potter
Just as days come and go.
So do memories.
A photo,
A circumstance.
A smell,
A situation.
Something simple
Opens the doors and rolls the film
Inside your mind's movie theater.
Sometimes the movie is humorous.
And sometimes it is sad.
Regardless, it has the power to paralyze
Your body.
Your soul.
Your being.
For the few moments while the reels turn.
Your eyes gaze into the screen.
Feelings and thoughts flood your mind
As if you were reliving the incident again.
You freeze.
You treasure
Every smile
Every tear
And every emotion
That floods
Your mind.
But suddenly.
The movie stops.
The lights come up.
A sound,
A movement,
A distraction.
Something simple
Rudely brings you back to reality
You exit the theater as the door closes behind you.
The film rewinds and is placed back on a shelf
Inside your library of memories
To someday be reopened.
Loaded back onto the projector.
And set in motion.
To once again play another brief clip
Of a priceless memory.
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of lace and of lavender
Toby Shope

an old woman sits
as old women do
discovering discarded pieces of a jigsaw puzzle
a picture of time in a long ago life
of lace and of lavender
and picture-window prettiness
now the windows are broken—shattered lives on the floor
scattered shards of remembrance
slivers altered, malformed
and the north wind whispers
with arthritic heaviness
through cracked missing pieces
of a discarded life ...
an old woman sits
forgotten
alone
remembering

(Untitled)
Bethany Shull

In salty rains
that fall as easily as laughter
Your warmth holds
my empty clean exhaustion
Just let me lean awhile
and sing me one more song.
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terror.
julie scroggins.

blackness everywhere and a scream ringing so piercingly
that nothing else can be heardslowly smiling as you're stabbed during your dreamsubstanance for your vagabond, his submissive absolutea straight jacket sucking you in when you're
really
saneawakening from a nightmare only to find it's become realitysociety taking over the world which is striving to fulfill
creationa germ taking over your life at nineteenhearing the most alarming cry then realizing it was
your throat making the noisethe thought of your friend's death more than yourscalling a place home when the only emotion displayed there is
hateTerror is a little girl
smiling innocently up at daddy
and
daddy beating the "hell" out of herfor some people, terror is deathand for others, living-

A Little Theatre
Jack Lugar

I gave her a kiss
She slapped me
Screaming like a sports car in a turn
Staring with fury
Tears stream from her eyes like rain falling
from a
gutter
It was play-acting
31

Waiting for you
Jeffrey McKenzie

I'm just starting to realize you'll never show.
The room is well-lit with unnatural light. I won't
chase you, although I know where you've gone. The road
we used to walk has now grown streetlights. You said
once, on a moonless night, it was so dark there even God couldn't
see us. Remember? You're probably at the playground we used
to walk to, the one at the end of the once-dark road. We never liked to
swing; instead, we'd ride the green teetertotter. Every move drove shards of peeling paint farther
into our socks and pants. You're just sitting there,
waiting for someone to fill the empty seat on the other
end. You're waiting for someone to lift you from the ground.
There were times when I thought I was lifting you. But now,
sitting in this well-lit room,I can only recall how
each push from my legs sent you downward. And how every push
closer to you ended up forcing you in the opposite direction,
forcing you farther away from me.
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(karyn)
Amy M. Schnupp

first i wander into your room,
the grey silk scarf you tie-dyed last summer still draped over
your stereo,
my foot kicking a bright lipstick you left behind,
it echoes over the hardwood floor,
walls still barren,
unpainted;
we were supposed to do that in July.
save for the ironing board set up in the comer,
no one has touched a thing,
the large space remains a messy shrine to a sixteen year-old;
everyone hoping someday she will burst through the door,
throw down her coat (ignoring mother's pleas to hang it up).
i run my fingers over the ivory piano keys,
but they have been so long dead,
missing the loud clunking tunes
—"Joshua Fit the Battle of Jericho"—
that my soft Debussy brings no life;
they refuse to play in tune.
at six o'clock
mother and father and i sit in silence at supper,
only three place settings of cold, elaborate dishes.
the wooden table used to shake from all our movement,
from the laughter of three young girls,
but now it is sturdy and still and dinner lasts
but ten minutes.
on Thanksgiving morning it snows unpassionately
and alone i trudge out to the garage,
fetch the snow shovel,
drag it noisily to the front sidewalk where i
quietly and unnoticed lift the powder from the grey cement.
we used to make a production of it,
with snowballs and sliding
and angels defacing the front yard,
but instead i leave the front lawn pure and whole
and go inside through the heavy oak door,
through the cold foyer
and into the kitchen where mother has hot tea waiting,
you would drink only cocoa and want me to also,
but, you are far away and i am older now
and there are no loud piano songs or dinner arguments
or angels in the snow
and it is time for me to drink hot tea with my mother
in the silence of the house,
even though I know it bums my throat.
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WAS
Paul Stocksdale

and it was
seqouias
sandy beaches
desert dunes
squirrels insects
forests
it was
and it was
waterfalls
red oaks
dolphins
turtles snails
flowers
it was
and it was
planets
moons and stars
water, fire
air and
sunlight
it was
and it was
all that way
till the trees were felled
till the water poisoned
till the animals died
till the air was turned
bad
till the sun cried
and it was
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"Hi. I'm Dianne with TIME-LIFE Books...
by Anonymous
They don't care to know me. They never do.
To them I am simply a plugged-in-the-wall piece
of new user-friendly equipment—standard blonde hair
and blue yes, stock #342663. I covet each visit
as though it would last an eternity. But of course
they are friendly, oh ever-so-friendly; they seduce me,
abuse me, then hang up the phone. I long for compassion.
a comrade, a friend—just someone to talk to who asks
questions about me. I am not a toll-free prostitute
to be violated again and again. I'm a real living being
who has the potential to love and be loved as a real being
should. I am so tired of the "fantastic offers," the
"limited time," and "no C.O.D.'s." I don't care to take
VISA and MASTERCARD numbers, but I suppose they are fittingplastic numbers from plastic people. Continually violated
day after day, hour after hour, only minutes apart, I find
no assistance except for the screen and the keyboard that
sit before me—the hands and the face of a sister. And so
as I sit here so abused and abandoned, please dial my personal
number. But after you finish placing your order, don't leave
me hanging with the last words between us, "4 to 6 weeks for
delivery."
...operators are standing by."
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Imagination
Toby Shope
Just last night
i sat down for dinnEr and
after thanksgiving
surveyed my lot
Saying,
"Isn't it strange that the years have gone by
while i Sit here pondering, wondering why..."
i've no one
no nobody—ail by Myself
a comrade i'm craving
a brother, a friend
saYing,
"isn't it strAnge that the years have gone by
whiLe i sit here pondering, wondering why...

.why you never came to visit,
why you always turned away,
why you deserted me cLosing
your eyes
your mind
your heart
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A Knight— I Mean, Night
julie scroggins

A night has begun— a knight that will march on for twelve hours— our
hours—
(because it's inside this month of march)
And tin ten soldiers will march it on— on it—
An ow— owl(!) hoots— and hollllllers— and hoooots—
And a tree branch cracks and tumbles and fumbles, tumbles to the earth—
And tin ten soldiers march on the night—
(not really on it though)
And the crick ets, they cricket (cracket?) cricket or whatever they do—
And these tin ten soldiers keep the night marching— on, off, on, off,...
And the wind, it howls and wolves blow in the distance— and the soldiers
carry on.
The tin ten soldiers marched, the night marched, it's march, march—
And the our has passed, the last our—
And a memory of a knight and a knew day now— as I new it would— has
begun—
And, oh, O, oh, I had a dream that in ten soldiers marched.

Wright's Fantasy
Jeff Unruh

Stars of red, green, and blue
Streak the ebony sky overhead
Lugging along a muffled explosion
Landing with a thud, thud, and a screech
Between two lines of yellow dots.
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last of the dragons
Thorn Verratti
Then, as I kissed her,
I saw, over her shoulder,
the last of the dragons.
A darkness was rising off the lake
and dispersing the mist islands
into columns of smoke.
We hadn't closed our eyes.
The night had closed our eyes.
The night, and the new moon.
And I was leaning against the brick,
and she was leaning me against the brick,
and I felt fear clutch at my back
as, unseen by her,
it wheeled and wheeled overhead
and whipped my face with its breath.
She leaned closer, as it sighed
and faded into the cloudy constellations.
It left inverse shadows in a clear patch of the sky.
And when I gazed at her, I knew
she had brought me here to show me
the last of the dragons.

He seems on...
julie scroggins

He paints friday night.
alone.
and why?
my- my boy.
He paints friday night,
though we,
and his scant-minded schoolfellows,
set his seat aflame,
stilling with fullest motion,
outside the pale,
thoughts that race onto a canvashis second secret silent
face.
and doesn't even notice the fire set
under him.
it shrinks away.
He seems on...
He paints friday night,
just that,
paints pictures,
in the dining room.
He paints,
friday night.

The Holy Sepulcher

- Lisa Curless

The immense chapel,
an Augustinian structure
pushing ceilings to domes
doors to lofty arches.
"Thousands of pilgrims from around the world
visit the sepulcher every year,"
-explained Mohammed, our tour guide.
"The Crusaders buitt a portion of the building,
but most has been renovated since their time,"
-added the Moslem who seemed knowledgeable enough.
A Latin patriarch scuttled past,
catching silver-tinted beard on wire-rimmed glasses
"The floor has been worn smooth due to the many
feet which pass over it,"
-said Mohammed,
"So, please take caution with every step!"
-he warned, rolling his "R's" reduntly.
Surrounded by candles and icons
in a tiny room, sat an Egyptian-Orthodox priest
-beckoning anyone who would come,
Breath, weighted with alcohol - probably Arak.
"This is the place where Jesus' body was laid after
his death on the cross,"
-slurred the priest.
"In fact,I have here a piece of wood found in Hellenistic times,
piece of cross... for you, five dollar... special price,"
-he persisted.
Ebony podiums, marble columns,
gold-plated vases, crystal chandeliers,
meaningless lyrics to the priest's songs,
so far from my world - my understanding.
He was born in a stable
Mocked by those around him
Nailed to a tree.
"Now we go out the door and down the Via dola Rosa,"
-I followed.
He died for me.
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THE PRISONER
Mario M. Arindaeng

There he was
In the back seat of a Chevrolet
A prisoner on the expressway of life
Looking at the fleeting freedom around him.
Did he regret his actions
Of malice and vice
Flowing from the source of his mind
Controlling the life he dearly loves?
Or did he hate his life
For the joy of boredom and abuse
Hoping for nothing
But yet wanting the world?
Did he enjoy this vacation
Which he so rarely gets
A venture to another fortress
To protect him from his enemies?
Time which never gets caught
Robs this man of his valuable life
Robbing everyone for that matter
Quicker than the prisoner can.
Then he looked out his window
At those driving their chevrolets
And then he asked himself
Are they really free?
Or are they also prisoners just like me?

NOT MY OWN
Jamie Lee Karrasch

I am a moon.
Not of the earth,
but with it.
When the sun shines
you see its
brightness
reflected in me.
I have no light of my own
to offer.
Please don't
lasso me
and try to
pull me to you.
I will crumble
and disintegrate
in the sky.
Believe me
that I am trying
to manufacture
some life to share.
Until then,
please understand
that I am a moon.

(Untitled)
Bethany Shull

Dingy, pathworn carpet
absorbs my intruding footsteps
as evening tucks itself
into books and blankets
pajamas and prayers.
Uniform, door-lined corridor
saturated with a humid stillness
whose peace penetrates
all surfaces
except my skin.
Silence presses me
weighing me down, holding me under
until I am filled
with an ocean of salt
inflaming indefinite desire
and stinging dissatisfaction.
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Orange fire emitting bright light
Stephanie Novak

reaches out and dulls
to gray, then charcoal,
then pitch.
I sit on the edge of gray
in the soft plaid padded chair
stiff.
Staring at the light refracting off what I hold in my hands.
The paper is plain
that would have been my letter to you
but it resisted leaving my head
to face judgment on the inflexible page.
Now the time has passed for sending
even though I wanted to.
But, perhaps, you will get my letter if
I do as I have read
and place it in the fire to send
it through the sparks—to your thoughts.
Then I won't have to worry about the words
getting in the way
and you will receive a perfect poem.
As I intended.

(untitled)
Toby Shope

lighten your
load
and
you
might just
stop
i
stopped once
uselessly
saving my
energy
just in
time
to be
trampled
by
the
masses

CHUCKLE

Thorn Verratti
Some really stupid stuff produces zen-like clarity.
Mine came as I awaited an interview with a major corporation.
Somehow my new suit had stopped fitting.
The people to the left and right of me had tie tacks and attache cases,
plans for a second BMW and the New Conservatism on their side.
I had a 3 x 5 pad and a lost look.
The lobby was resplendent, the lobby towered, it shone.
There were floor-to-ceiling windows and brass plaques of Founders.
Across the hall were Conference Rooms and the Chairman's Office.
The receptionist stared back at me with unabashed contempt.
I was. frankly, intimidated.
Someone cleared his throat between Muzaks.
I suddenly noticed the sheen of cellophane on a low obsidian end table.
and—was it? could that be? an empty candy wrapper...
an almost-empty Chuckles wrapper with the licorice Chuckle left in it.
The tension left me. My shoulders slumped.
I was flooded with the realization, with the reassurance, that everywhere.
everywhere in the known universe no matter how foreign,
people hate licorice Chuckles.
For a moment, presque vu, I understood everything.
Of course, written down, it all seems rather silly.

p implies q
Mike Hamsherlt
Logic keeps a man
thinking straight and
ordinary.
Proof uses logic
and keeps the straight
true.
Drunkard uses proof:
implies true logic is
ordinary.
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it isn't square.
Alison Flynn

Must the circle go "round?
Couldn't it dip,
sway,
turn,
tilt,
tear,
swear,
break the laws
of time
and space?
If I were Him,
the One up there,
I would stop
that damned circle.
I would stop
the peoples
of the earth
from guessing
which way that
circle will go.

I think myself too smart.
I know which way IT
(the circle)
moves for me.
Round,
round,
round it goes.
Although I am no longer
a child, it spins me
in a lunar dance.
I no longer want
to move in the path
of that inevitable,
nauseating
Circle.
Throw me off.
Shove,
push,
poke,
press,
stress,
rudely awaken me,
so that whenI fall
and scrape my knees
the blood will flow
and I will not forget
who gave me those scars.

Hunting
Jeff McKenzie
1
It seems to have been snowing for a long time.
We've carried boxes,
boxes for at least three hours.
Boxes that once held bottles
of Canadian Club
and Smirnoff,
boxes of objects buried in newspapers
that haven't been true for months.
We've carried boxes
to the van all day, and to look
back inside the house, looking
at all the boxes left,
one would never know we even bent our knees.
2

My grandfather turns sixty-nine today.
He's talking to us now in the basement,
directing the flow of boxes.
We remove all of the half-empty bottles
from the bar shelves.
The walls, however, are full; knives
with emblazoned swastikas hang
next to pistols.
My grandfather told of how, during the war, he would pick
them up from the battlefield
as souvenirs.
3

From inside the house only listening,
we cannot tell if it is still snowing
outside or if it stopped
hours ago.
The walls are almost bare
now, picked clean
by our soft, pink hands.
My grandfather said that sometimes
the weapons on the battlefield were booby trapped,
and if you weren't careful
you could lose a hand
or an arm. He said that a soldier without
an arm was a good as a dead one.
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4

The banner is the only thing left
in the basement. It's a blue army
blanket, and all of my grandfather's medals and pins
are spread out across it like stars.
We roll the broom handle ends
to the center, making a cylinder.
One of us grips the front and I take hold of the back.
We lift it like a stretcher.
5
As we maneuver through and between boxes in the living
room, cradling the banner
on our way to the van, it feels
like we're stepping around bodies,
like we could reach down into them and rip
our own souvenirs from the newspaper flesh,
the print bleeding
down the pages in headlines, as we hunt.
It reminds me of my grandfather's snap
shots of Dachau, of its human piles.
He said that years later, next to the camp's empty
buildings, he played golf.
6

The sky, for this evening,
has lost its battle to the night.
We notice the sky, and Orion
raising his sword.
We march
to the van, and set the banner
gently inside. There are many boxes here,
and many boxes still in the house. We wonder
if we will ever get rid of them all,
even as we kneel on the floor
of my grandparents' new house, surrounded
by piles of newspaper,
and ink all over our hands.
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One
Cardboard
Box
BY AMY M. SCHNUPP

TR
A JLER FINGERS are circled around a
cigarette and they are shaking so hard that I turn the doorknob
myself and go in. I stand in the dark hallway and feel an emaci
ated cat brush up against my leg. Susan's face is illuminated only
by the red flame of the cigarette, but I can still see that her eyes
are redder and older than I remember. It seems like it has been a
long time.
She leads me to the kitchen, where the counters are covered
with dishes full of food. "Casseroles," she explains. "People at
church always give casseroles when someone dies."
I know Doug wouldn't have liked the idea of casseroles. I
want to pick up the glass dishes for him and smash them to the
floor so the old ladies at First United Methodist will never get
them back. But I forget this because Susan offers me a drink.
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It is red wine that I am too young
for, but I gulp it desperately. Last
night I drank whiskey with my Coke
until I vomited and then I poured
myself another glass. My parents
came home from a party at mid
night and started to yell about the
mess on the carpet, but then I
pointed to the phone and choked out
the words his mother had told me on
the phone just three hours earlier.
My mother swore softly for the first
time I remember and my father held
me in his lap. When I was cried and
vomited out, they carried me up to
the bathroom, and washed the mas
cara off my cheeks and swirled
toothpaste around in my mouth. The
first time in my life I have ever
grieved. I think to myself, and I was
too drunk to enjoy it. Then I laugh
quietly at that, because Doug would
have found it funny.
"You can sleep here if you
want," Susan is saying. "There is
plenty of room." "No," I say. "My
parents and I have a hotel." We
drove to Ohio this morning and my
father booked a room in the Hyatt,
downtown, and rented five movies
for the VCR. He thinks that will
help me. If I stayed in Doug's
house, I would remember everything
and at night, feel his spirit.
Susan takes me to her son's
room. I am scared for her to open
the door, but the room looks the
same as when I last saw it, three
months ago. His clothes are on the
floor and books are everywhere. She
opens a desk drawer and pulls out a

sheaf of papers. "These are for you."
The top sheet has my full name
printed neatly on it, as though it were
a last will and testament; as though
Doug had been keeping a file for me
in the event of his most untimely
death. "Most untimely" makes me
laugh again, briefly; they were his
words when he told me about the
death of his dog six months ago. I
hadn't even faked sympathy—I hate
animals.
Susan is standing in the door
way, smoking another long cigarette.
"You can take whatever you want."
Her voice breaks off in a cough. I
realize she doesn't usually smoke. "I
don't know what to do with it all..."
She leaves and I am alone with the
remnants of Doug.
On his antique desk that he
painted ark green, there is a stillopen issue of Rolling Stone and a
cologne bottle with the lid off. His
clothes are carelessly thrown, as
though he could not decide what to
wear. He didn't mean to die, or he
would have put the lid on his co
logne and folded his clothes. The
plane crash was probably as big a
surprise for him as it was for his
parents when they heard it on the
news; as it was for me when his
mother called me, halfway through
Casablanca for the eighth time, and I
dropped the phone and reached for
the unopened whiskey on the top
shelf of the kitchen cabinet.
We would speak of death, Doug
and I, but with smiles...death as a
romantic thing; it was, at any rate, an
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interesting conversation topic. The
conversations were always on a dark
country road, back at school, where
we would stand in the shadows of
the towering pine trees and wonder if
God could still see us.
"And at my funeral," I would
say, "please tell my mother what
songs to play." My list back then
was still small. '"It is Well.' 'Morn
ing Has Broken,' and 'Walk Forever
By My Side.' The Alarm sings that,
so my mother probably won't like it,
but take full advantage of her grief
and make sure that it is played. Pay
someone off, if you have to."
He would laugh when I spoke
like that (and his eyes would dance).
"My uncle had Beatles music at his
funeral."
"What do you want at yours?
He'd think for a moment.
"Nothing. Silence."
And for him, I knew silence
would be right. Silence, small
bouquets of flowers, a short incom
prehensible poem and quiet, unend
ing tears. There were tears I had
stored up for his funeral, but they
were not weathered by years. One
year—that was all. This time as I
think these thoughts he does not pull
me deep into the shadows and kiss
me, to silence me. This time, it is
real and I am standing alone in his
bedroom, trying to find some object
to remember him by. And death is
no longer simply a funeral with wellchosen music. Death is a reality that
renders all else superfluous.
I roam the room for an hour,
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afraid to probe too deeply. He is
dead, but I still don't have the right
to his secrets. I take a cardboard box
and begin to fill it with useless
belongings. A sweater, that I can
wear always so as never to forget
him. Right. Some books, because I
think if I read them I will know his
thoughts. And all of his cassettes.
His mother comes back into the
room to check on me.
"Are you all right?
I am sitting on Doug's bed, mo
tionless. "Yeah." Susan was crying
when she called me last night, crying
so hard that her husband had to take
the phone and tell me the news.
When I came to Ohio today, I
thought I would be a comforting
presence for them, which was hope
lessly idealistic and stupid. His
parents are nearing fifty and have
seen people die before. I am a mere
twenty and have seen nothing.
Susan walks over to me and
picks a framed picture off the nightstand. "Why don't you take this
too?" It is a picture of Doug about a
year ago. He is sitting at the kitchen
table, in yellow light, staring at the
camera. It is not how I remember
him. I have no pictures of us to
gether; he thought he looked ridicu
lous in pictures. No one will ever
come across a picture of the two of
us and remember what special
friends we were; in a few years, they
will have forgotten. Perhaps there
will be no witnesses and I will have
to forget, too.

not. I am thankful when the twostoried wooden doors of the church
are opened and the sunlight streams
*
*
*
in, full of dust particles swimming
about obliviously. The sounds of
downtown traffic are welcome.
I sit in the front seat of the car
I do not want to go to the
on the way to the church, and my
father lets me set the radio. I choose cemetery, because I think that must
be the worst part of all, but I cannot
a heavy metal station that I know
grates on his nerves but he says
forsake the coffin until the very end;
nothing. On the other side of me,
I am still hoping for a sign of life. I
stand beside his parents and grand
my mother holds my hand, pressing
it against the black crepe of the dress parents as the box is lowered into the
pit, the preacher reading more verses
she thought yesterday at Lazarus.
that no one listens to, and then we
She bought me a dress, too, but I
shoved it silently into the back of the throw handfuls of dirt onto it. That
hotel closet; Doug hated me in black. is the final acknowledgement, and I
hear people crying as they walk
Instead, I wear the green sweater
away. I stand there, sweating under
from the cardboard box with a grey
the hot sun and trying to think of
wool skirt, both scratching my skin
words to say to Doug who can't hear
unmercifully.
me. I want to lie there on the ground
There are a lot of people at the
and go to sleep beside him, but
funeral, because when you are
instead I let my father put his arm
twenty and you die, it does not go
unnoticed or unquestioned. There is around me and lead me to the car.
"Honey, are you ready to go
an old preacher who says many
home?"
my mother says.
profound but unoriginal things about
"No, I want to stay here." So
the state of Doug's soul and the
when we get back to the hotel my
unwavering love of God. There is
music, because his mother insisted. I father goes down to the desk and
books the room for two more nights.
gave her the small list of my pre
He also picks up some more movies.
ferred funeral selections and she
used two of them, played slowly and I take all my clothes off and get into
inerrantly by the jaded organist. And bed. The windows are wide open,
cold air streaming in. Doug's papers
at the end there is one small poem
are in my lap, and I comb through
from the papers of Douglas Philip
Cameron, which I read as steadily as them again, searching for meanings I
could have missed last night. I am
possible into the microphone, paus
ing at the end of each line (as no true amazed by the things he remembered
and how clearly, nakedly, he saw
poet would ever do) to see if the
me.
faces understand or care. They do
Two hours after I came, I take
my box and leave.
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"Mom?" She looks up from her
book. "What should I do now?" She
opens her eyes wider and then comes
over to me. "I don't mean should I
go on living or should I jump out the
window. I mean, what should I do?
What do other people do after..." and
I can't say the words.
Her face has small lines on it
that are signs of wisdom. "Some
people waste away. But what I think
you should do, is decide what you
are going to do one step at a time.
Your first step should be to come out
to dinner with your father and me."
We both smile and stare at
each other. "Mom, in your opinion,
am I too young to be going through
this?"
"Yes." Her eyes don't waver.
"But that is why you have parents,
who get you a hotel room at the
Hyatt Regency and take you out to
dinner."
She leans over to kiss me and
looks at the papers in my lap. "What
are those?"
"They're Doug's. He wrote
quite a bit. You can read some of it,
if you want."
She is touched. "Maybe later.
Why don't you take a shower and
put on some decent clothes and then
we'll go out."
I end up wearing the black
Lazarus dress and red lipstick to
dinner. We sit in the middle of a
nice restaurant, where I eat until I
can eat absolutely no more.
When we go out to the car, I ask
my father to drive to the cemetery.
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"There's something I forgot to say to
Doug."
I wait for them to glance know
ingly at each other, but all my father
does is turn on the engine and pull
out. Fifteen minutes later we are
there, the cemetery black and empty.
I am scared but do not say it.
My parents walk with me until
the last one hundred feet and then I
walk alone. I kneel down on the
cold earth and turn over some loose
dirt in my hands. "Doug, I am sorry
about our dog. I should have cared
about it but I didn't. And I'm sorry
there was music at your funeral.
Most of all, I'm sorry that you had to
die in a plane crash and we never got
to say good-bye or half the other
stuff we thought we'd eventually
have time for." And then I begin to
weep, staying there on the ground
until I cannot weep anymore. My
tears have watered the grave of
Douglas Philip Cameron, and next
spring the grass should grow tall and
green and beautiful there.
There really seems to be noth
ing left to do or say, so I pick myself
up and walk away, carefully avoid
ing the Godless shadows of the pine
trees in case I should fall into them
and never come out.jg

Over
My
Easel
BY ALYSON FLYNN

A

JL JL VERAGE.

Being average is the ultimate social defect.
I don't know what the hell made me watch her. Ordinarily, I
avoid girls like her. She was so unusually beautiful, it was almost
painful to look at her. But looks aren't the reason I don't like her
type. It is all the baggage that goes along with beauty, namely
competition.
Originally, I took the friendship route. This was the safe
way, and in the days of safe sex, safe distances and safeguards I
knew staying away emotionally would be healthy for me. But
when we talked, her wide black eyes penetrated me, and at the
same time they never looked at me. Mentally, she lived some
where else and this intrigued me all the more. I suddenly became
frightened that she knew my thoughts, but she never let on if she
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did and I respected her for it.
As I painted, I watched her over
my easel. In steady
concentra
tion, her head occasionally jerked,
trying in vain to remove the black
wisps of hair that always hung in her
eyes. The urge to touch her face was
so consuming me and I needed a
plan to rid myself of the obsession.
So as an attempt to cover my in
trigue, I began to paint. Soon, my
canvas told a story which I was
embarrassed to admit.
Timidly, I formed an abstract
drawing of a man and a woman just
about to make love for the first time.
They were stretched in excited an
ticipation, grasping for what soon
would be theirs, or mine, I guess.
On the canvas, my head swung
back in exhilaration and unbelief.
But here in Abstract Forms 293,1
stared at the network of pipes on the
ceiling. Being average really
screwed up my chances of making
an impression on her.
Every word I spoke to her was
stupid and devoid of meaning, but on
the canvas and with the oils, she was
all mine. I imagined that if she
would only place herself in the
painting, she would see me differ
ently and possibly find my dullness
appealing.
As the painting progressed, I
grew more excited about its poten
tial, but my noble attempt to sup
press my feelings increased them
instead. I was anxious to see her
reaction and hear what she thought
of my masterpiece.
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Examining the finished paint
ing, I thought the other students
would see through my scheme, but
no one did. Suddenly, I realized that
I was the only one who was in on the
little joke, and it was not amusing
anymore. Surely, she would see
through me and hate me for exploit
ing her.
Ironically, she loved the paint
ing. Later that day, I discovered her
staring at the painting, but I couldn't
bring myself to stand next to her
with her naked body in front of us on
the easel.
I was embarrassed when I
realized I had made love to her in
public for everyone to see. I had
exposed and insulted her, but she
didn't know it and she never would.
Despite myself, our friendship grew
daily. I will never be able to tell her
the truth. At least I am no longer
average. I'm an above average ass,
but she still loves me.™

Eric
Takes
A Walk

a

BY Scon MCGLASSON

E FINE DAY, a day with lots of sun

shine and a few contented clouds in the sky, Eric decides that
he has had it. He has had it with people, and also with things in
general; with the cosmos.
"That's it!" yells Eric, breaking the afternoon quiet, "I'm
not gonna put up with it anymore! I, Eric Arnold," he throws
down the damp towel in his hand, "have had it!"
The other people on the sunny cafe terrace are all relaxedlooking and well-dressed, seated around little round plastic
tables with big umbrellas over them. But now their hands, which
are all holding drinks, abruptly stop between the tables and their
lips. Here and there, a spill occurs. They are looking at the
shouting waiter; the men appear alarmed, the women appear em
barrassed. They worry. Not for their own safety, really; they just
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worry, because it seems appropriate.
Some of the customers even look
desperate, glancing all around for a
sign of a manager or a policeman.
But now the authorities are not
needed, the waiter has just stormed
out through the little gate to the
sidewalk. My God, he's insane,
think nine or ten people at the same
time. I'm glad I'm not insane.
"Gonna move up to the coun
try," Eric half-sings to himself. He is
now walking quickly up the unswept
sidewalk, shoulders hunched, head
down. He has a determined look on
his face. "Gonna paint my mailbox
blue, yessir..." and so on. He is
muttering lyrics from his Taj Mahal
record - "These blues won' let me
be. .." and so on. He keeps walking,
away from the cafe. A mile from the
cafe he unties his apron and drops it
on the sidewalk.
"Young man! You stop and
pick that up!" says a fifty-ish white
woman that he has just passed.
Eric turns and says a very, very
nasty thing to the woman and keeps
walking. Soon he smiles a little, and
repeats the nasty thing to himself
several times, under his breath. He
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keeps walking, as if he is late for
something important. Soon he
comes to a dog sleeping in a door
way. He stops and pets the dog just
because it is not a person. The dog
thumps its tail and grumbles, halfasleep. The dog doesn't care about
Eric or his problems one little bit,
because he is enjoying his nap and
the sunshine. See, dogs are like that.
And that is why they are man's best
friend. But Eric just keeps walking.
"Gonna nail dat back do' shut,
mmmm, yes ..." and so on.
Later Eric looks up from his
feet to see where he is. Good Lord,
he thinks. I'm up on a bridge. A
long, high bridge, above a wide
river. Guess I might as well just
climb up on this railing here, just
like this, and kind of relax, and let
myself go, like this, wow, I'm
weightless..."
"Good Lord," says a teenage
sailor in a little boat far below the
bridge, shading his eyes to look up.
"Did you see that, Kitty?"
Kitty nods, looking confused in
her cute red one-piece. "Never seen
nuthin' like that ma whole life."|g

Home
for
Christmas
BY MITZI THOMAS

T

CRESCENT-shaped drive of her
grandmother's house was already lined with cars when Anne ar
rived promptly at 2 p.m. with her husband and son. It was Christ
mas day and time for the traditional Langford holiday dinner. Ev
eryone would be there, aunts, uncles, cousins, though at the stated
dinner time of 2 p.m. only about half were already there. That
was traditional too. Anne knew that they wouldn't sit down to eat
until three o'clock, maybe three-thirty. It would drive the chil
dren crazy. They couldn't open presents until after dinner.
Nevertheless, Anne had insisted on being there at two, partly
because she was by nature punctual, but mainly to enjoy the
familiar confusion caused by the invasion of so many family
members on her grandmother's house. Christmas at Grandma's
hadn't changed since Anne was a child. It was tradition.
JJHE
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With six year-old Andrew's
help, Anne's husband Kevin carried
in the presents for the gift exchange,
while Anne managed the food. That
arrangement too was established,
Anne thought as she watched her
husband hold the front door open for
their son, though it was more recent.
Each year it seemed that they be
came more comfortably entrenched
into their prescribed roles. Nothing
changed from year to year except
that the adults grew older, children
grew taller and new family members
were added, a little at a time. Grains
of sand really, Anne thought. Al
most unnoticeable. There was
comfort in the constancy of it all.
As she entered the house, Anne
was already anticipating the familiar
chaotic scene of children pushing
toys around the living room, the
same ones she had played with as a
child, and adults getting in each
other's way in their hurry to get
dinner on the table. She wasn't
disappointed.
"Merry Christmas, Anne,"
someone called. She didn't see who.
"Mom, where do I put my
jacket?" She was barely inside the
door and Andrew was tugging on her
coat. He had carried out his respon
sibility by delivering the gifts under
the tree and was anxious to play with
the other children.
"In the back bedroom. Do you
remember where it is? The last room
at the end of the hall." But he was
gone before she finished. Perpetual
motion, she thought, smiling. He
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had been wired for Christmas since
Thanksgiving.
"Coming through," Anne
called, stepping carefully to avoid
little family members who might be
loose on the floor.
She entered her grandmother's
kitchen, which looked like a war
zone. Every inch of counter space,
including the kitchen table, was
taken up by mixing bowls, halfempty sauce jars, discarded pans and
an occasional casserole. Her grand
mother was instructing Uncle Mike
on the correct way to cut the turkey,
Aunt Donna was mixing a salad,
Elizabeth was trying to keep up with
the growing stack of dirty dishes and
Grandpa was pouring a glass of
champagne.
"Anyone for some cold duck?"
he offered.
Anne found a place on the
counter beside the stove to place the
dish of scalloped potatoes, her
annual contribution to the family
dinner, and quickly retreated. She
made her way through the dining
room, temporarily crowded with
extra tables to accommodate the
expanding family, to the back bed
room to put away her coat.
Her sister Shelly was there,
sitting quietly in a rocking chair in
the comer of the room.
"Shelly," Anne said, surprised.
"I didn't know you were here al
ready. I didn't see your car."
"We just got here," Shelly
replied. "I came right back here to
the bedroom. I was hoping to get

Joel asleep before dinner so I could
eat in peace."
"I remember that feeling," Anne
commiserated. "How old is he now?
About three months?"
"Yes," Shelly acknowledged.
"Three months last Thursday." She
looked up at Anne. "Sit down for a
minute and keep me company, will
you? It shouldn't take long to get
him asleep."
Anne hesitated. "I should
probably go see if Grandma needs
help." She remembered the chaos in
the kitchen and sat down on the edge
of the bed. "But you remember what
they say about too many cooks
spoiling the brew, or something like
that. I don't think they'll miss me if
I stay in here for awhile."
Neither spoke for several
minutes, the creaking of the old
rocker and the baby's soft breathing
filled the silence. Occasionally a
smattering of laughter could be heard
from other parts of the house, but the
room stayed peaceful and dim.
"What are your plans for seeing
Dad?" Shelly's voice was a halfwhisper, almost unwillingly breaking
the silence.
"I think we'll probably stop by
on our way home tonight. Why do
you ask? Did you see him already?"
"We had Christmas with him
and Linda last night. They bought
Joel some really nice clothes and
absolutely too many toys. I told
them they were going to spoil him,
but they said Christmas only comes
once a year."

"That's true, it does. And that's
about how often I see him." As soon
as she said it she wished she hadn't.
She had already discussed this with
Shelly before. In fact, this was
nearly always the main topic of con
versation whenever they talked. Dad
and his wife, the way they treated
Shelly, and the very different way
they treated Anne.
"You could make more of an
effort you know. Call him, stop over
there."
Anne could feel the familiar
knot forming in her stomach and
fought to control her emotions.
"Look, Shelly, we've been over
this so many times. Let's just forget
it for today, okay?" She stood and
walked over to the mirror attached to
her grandmother's walnut vanity.
Her pale face peered back, looking
almost emotionless. Lipstick will
help, she thought, reaching into her
purse for her favorite shade, Icey
Rose. She'd been told that it looked
good with her dark hair. Not today,
she judged, after applying the bright
red color to her lips, I just look tired.
"Anne, I don't mean to keep
harping on this, but it's your own
fault. Face the facts, he's married
again and has been for five years.
He and Mom will never get back
together. Believe me, they wouldn't
want to even if he wasn't married."
Anne turned away from the
mirror, lipstick in hand, to face her
sister with a steady look.
"I know all that. Don't talk to
me like I'm a child." Anne took a
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deep breath. "You tell me to face the
facts. Well, I have. The fact is that
Linda has turned him against me. If
I call him, she answers the phone, if
I stop to see him, she's there. She's
always there. Nothing ever changes
between him and me because she
won't let it."
"You can't blame him. You've
made it clear that you'll never accept
Linda as his wife."
"She's never accepted me!"
Anne broke in. "I was his daughter
before she was his wife. And she's
tried to turn him against me since the
first day of their marriage."
"There you go again, putting
the blame on someone else. Anne, I
think you'd better learn to accept
your part in this."
"My part?"
"Mommy?" Anne turned
sharply toward the door to see
Andrew standing there watching her
with troubled brown eyes.
"Mommy, Grandma's looking
for you. I think she needs some
help." Anne bent down and kissed
him on the cheek, trying to quiet the
confusion on his face. Smiling, she
said, "Tell Grandma I'll be right
there. Is your dad in the living room
with all the guys?"
"Yes." His face slowly relaxed
into a smile.
"Okay, you go on in and play
with the other kids. I'll be out in just
a minute." He didn't need any more
encouragement as he turned and ran
down the hall. Anne watched until
he turned the comer and then looked
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at her sister still sitting in the corner
of the room.
"I'd better get out there." Her
voice suddenly sounded weary.
"There's no point in discussing this
again. We've been through it hun
dreds of times. Besides, today's
Christmas and I can't handle hashing
all this through again, least of all
today."
Shelly stood and placed her
sleeping son in a playpen set up
beside the bed, then turned to her
sister.
"Anne, you have to accept Dad
the way he is. He's not one to call
just to see how you are. If you
haven't seen him since last Christ
mas, as you say, then it's because
you haven't tried hard enough."
"I can't accept that, Anne
answered. It works both ways you
know. I have a son, his first grand
child. All I expect, all I want from
him, is some indication that he cares.
I can't be the only one who tries."
She looked at Shelly, her eyes
brimming with tears that she didn't
try to hide.
"You have to be." Shelly
walked over to the rocking chair and"
absent-mindedly pulled a baby
blanket from the diaper bag sitting
beside it, and then covered the baby
in the playpen.
"You have to be the one who
tries," she repeated, walking quietly
toward the door. "Because it eats at
you. It doesn't bother him." She left
the room without waiting for Anne's
reply.

"That's just the point," Anne
whispered anyway. She stood
slowly, tiredly, and walked to the
mirror to check her lipstick. Raising
her hand, she noticed red streaks
across the palm where she had
nervously opened and closed the

lipstick case during her conversation
with Shelly. Pulling a kleenex from
her purse, she scrubbed at the marks
for a few seconds until the stain was
nearly gone. Then putting the
lipstick away, she left the room to
join the rest of the family^
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In The
Park
With
George
BY JACK LUGAR

T

JLwo PEANUT BUTTER and jelly

sandwiches stuffed into a small paper sack snuggling next to the
plastic baggie of corn chips. It was the usual lunch for Jerry, a 27
year old Downs syndrome patient at the St. Thomas Hospital.
Every day for the past two years, except for days of bad weather..
Jerry had gone to Central Park to meet George and just sit and
talk. They had things in common. They could relate to one an
other. Jerry would sit with George and share his sandwiches and
tell him great stories. Jerry had brought a frisbee with him once,
but George was not very coordinated. He could not catch or
throw the frisbee right, so they went back to sitting and talking.
Jerry approached the statue at a sprint; waving and jumping
as he came. George just stood there holding his paper without
motion as he always did, but Jerry knew that George was glad to
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see him. Jerry was never late, but
George was always there first. "Hi
George. Havin' a good day? I am. I
was really excited to come and see
you 'cause when I went back to the
institution yesterday there was a
postcard in my mailbox. It was from
my mom. She says my family is
coming with her to see me next
week."
The statue stood as still as a
frozen pond. George gave no ex
pression, but Jerry interpreted every
silence.
"The doctor said that you used
to be the President of the United
States. How come you never told
me that? I... I know. You don't
wanna brag or nothin'."
Jerry smiled at his friend as he
reached into his paper sack and
pulled out the sandwiches. In nor
mal routine he set the sandwiches on
the bench and said, "I hope you like
peanut butter and jelly. It's all I
know how to make."
He picked them up and thrust
them behind his back. "Right or left
hand?" He paused. "You always
pick the right hand."
'
As Jerry bit into the sandwich,
he watched a group of grounds keep
ers drive a truck up to the statue
where he sat. One of the men got
out of the truck and approached
Jerry. Jerry looked up at the man
standing over him and grinned with
jelly oozing between his teeth.
"I'm sorry mister, but you're
gonna' need to move so we can take
away this statue."

Jerry's smile faded, and his jaw
fell open. "What... What did you
say?"
"You need to move someplace
else." The man noticed Jerry's
handicap.
"No, no. You're going to take
George?"
"Oh, uh, yeah. The city's
decided to put this new one of
George Cohan here instead."
"What'll you do with my friend
George?"
The man did a double take.
"Your friend? Listen buddy this is a
statue, and the city has asked us to
move it, so that's what we're doin'.
Please move."
Jerry turned and climbed up the
statue and grabbed hold of George's
leg. His eyes began to get glassy.
Everything became blurry as tears
rolled down both red cheeks. "I
won't let 'em take you George. I'll
never let you go!" Jerry sniffled
back his tears and held tightly to the
cement limb.
The man reached up and
grabbed Jerry's leg to pull him
down, but he could not get enough
leverage. He motioned to the men in
the truck to come and help him as he
began to climb up the statue. Stand
ing on the base the man pried Jerry's
arms loose. "Come on, let go!
Damn it, let go!"
He finally got Jerry's arms
loose and held them tightly. Jerry
kicked and screamed as he was
lowered to the men on the ground.
"You can't take George! He's
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my only friend! You can't take
him!" Tears flooded his face as he
screamed. "No! No! No!"
Two of the workers held him
back while the other men unloaded
the new statue and loaded George
onto the truck. They placed the new
statue in the same spot the old one
had occupied. Once the job was
completed the two men let go of
Jerry and climbed into the back of
the truck with George. Slowly they
pulled away across the grass and
onto the maintenance road. Jerry sat
in the grass against the new statue
and stared with disbelief at the truck
driving off. He did not know what to
think. He wanted to be angry and hit
something, but his disabled mind
could not sort through the happen
ings. Did it really happen he
thought? Rising to his knees, he
crawled away from the statue and
looked at the name inscribed on the
plate.
With a puzzled look he forced
the words out of his mouth, trying to
comprehend everything he read.
"Geo-rge M. Co-han. Born in 1878
and died in 1942. George M. Cohan
was a pi-o-neer in the vaud-e-ville
and Broad-way the-a-ter. He was a
writer, actor, and pro-du-cer of
number... numer-ous live the-a-trical pro-duc-tions..." He smiled at his
accomplishment. "You... You have
the same name as my friend George.
'Cept George... George is a lot older
than you. Did you know that my
friend George was the President of
America once. Uh huh. You... You
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probably would have liked him a
lot."
Gradually the pain of losing
George faded. Jerry had nearly for
gotten all about the ordeal and how
angry he was. He stood up from the
ground and walked to his paper sack
with the two sandwiches inside.
Returning to the statue, he eased out
a smile. Jerry grabbed onto the base
of the statue where the figure stood
and pulled himself up to sit by
George's legs. "George wouldn't
want me to be sad. "No. I think he
would like you. You're really nice."
Jerry leaned against the statue's
leg and looked into the sky and
around the park. He listened to the
birds sing in the trees, and the chil
dren playing on the swings and
slides. The tears had dried on his
face leaving trails of dark colored
dust under his puppy dog eyes.
Turning his head to his shoulder, he
wiped his nose across his sleeve.
And releasing a sigh he smiled again.
"No, George would want me to
be happy. I made two peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches. One was for
George.... Your name is George.
Do you want a peanut butter and •
jelly sandwich?"^

Through
The
Screen Door
BY BETH PARKER

P

JLLACING HER RAW fleshy hands on her
wide hips she watched through the screen door. The boys
slouched along, hands in pockets, jeans jackets flapping in the
wind, scuffling the dirt on the edges of the road. The woman
shook her head and sighed. The heat from the kitchen was warm
ing her backside, but the wind off the bay burned her moist face
and red hands. She sighed and slowly shook her head again. She
knew how thin the boy's flannel shirts were, where they were
headed, and which girls would meet them there. It was still the
same.
Slowly she turned, shutting out the wind and grey sky and
off-white clapboard houses like her own across the street. The
tight kitchen, yellow dingy walls and brownish oil splatters on the
wall above the stove greeted her. She stared at the big globe bulb
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on the ceiling, and sighed again. But
this was the comfortable sigh, the
sigh she expelled when she settled
her expansive backside onto the
cracked red kitchen chairs, or
scrubbed at the mostly permanent
grape Kool-Aid stain on the corner
of the table. The woman relaxed and
creaked back into the red chair. She
could feel the puffiness working
down in her ankles, stretching the
skin on her white legs and making
those angry mottled marks she hated.
She vaguely remembered the medi
cine in the cabinet, but couldn't bear
to heave herself from her resting
place to climb the stairs. The
woman sighed again, and looked at
the old white plastic clock near the
window. It still hung crooked from
the window slamming too hard.
Dusk was settling in, and the
sky and sea outside her window
settled into a dark muddy grey. She
pulled herself from the chair and
began stirring the soup on the stove.
The husband would come home soon
she knew, hungry from another day
out with only the grey sky, greyer
water and the screaming gulls to
keep him company. The screen
squeaked open, and absently she
passed her rough hand over her •
pulled-back grey-brown hair. A cold
blast and great hip boots came
through the doorway along with the
husband. The day-old grey whiskers
and brown woolen cap greeted her as
he customarily brushed by her face
with his own. Pulling off his coat as
he went, he sat down in the corner,
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and tugged off his boots. The
woman leaned over heavily and
swiped at the mud and sand he
dragged in. The soup bubbled
readiness; it's yellow broth frothing
in white ringlets. The stove buzzer
went off and warm brown bread
came out of the oven, blasting the
kitchen with heat. She pulled the
ceramic brown bowls from the cup
board, grunting a little as she
stretched to reach them and creaked
down in the chair again. With the
husband across from her, they said
their silent grace, she, thankful for
his safe return, he hoping a better
catch tomorrow. The soup doled
out, a few yellowing potatoes, meat,
a canned tomato went into each
bowl. Hands reached for bread as
mouths emptied.
The woman and her husband ate
in silence. The sky outside became
blacker, the wind howled by the
roof, and the woman looked over her
husband's shoulder out the window.
She vaguely made out the figures of
the boys coming back. Their heads
bent against the wind, jackets flap
ping and hands in pockets, each
scuffing at the dirt on the side of the
road. The woman sighed softly,
shaking her head. They were going
back to their houses now. "Poor
boys," she thought. The husband
glanced up at her, then back to his
soup and bread soaking in the yellow
broth. He finished, took more, and
finished again, patted his belly and
scraped the torn red kitchen chair
across the worn grey linoleum floor.

"Getting on towards night," the
husband remarked and leaned on his
chair as he stood. "Yup," the woman
replied, and pulled herself from the
chair, inhaling sharply. He patted
her cheek with his brown creased
hand and thumped up the steep
stairs. The woman sighed and
absently rubbed her cheek. She
turned and took the dishes from the
table, plunging her raw hands into
the hot tapwater and soap again.
When she finished she wiped the
table and sink down and put the
bread in its box.
The husband upstairs began to

snore, and she turned off the big
globe light on the ceiling. The
woman sighed and let herself into
the cracked red chair again. The
darkness inside matched the sky, and
the hum from the electric clock
accompanied the husband's snoring.
She sat and listened to the wind, and
thought about the days she used to
walk down the road to meet the boys
in their flannel shirts and jeans
jackets, each scuffing the dirt on the
side of the road in his own particular
way. She sighed deeply and pulled
herself heavily from the cracked
chair to climb upstairs. ^
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The
Singing
Contest
BY STEVE BAARENDSE

...

T AS ABOUT to begin. From the east,

T

in stark relief against the early sun, two solitary figures weaved
their way through the mass of seated bodies and ascended the
platform. A mother lifted her child and pointed to the silhouetted
figures as they strode to the center of the platform and slowly sat
down on two elevated pedestals. Centerstage, stoically looking
out across the vast sea of faces, the two greatest bards of the
northern islands had taken their positions. The greatest music
duel in Celtic history
would soon begin. Everyone strained to catch a glimpse of
the famous instrument as it was carried onto the platform, bom
aloft on a majestic royal pillow. An old man inclined his radiant
face toward the ear of his great-grandson and whispered the won
derful legend of the golden harp that could only be used in the
Singing Contest. The harp had not been seen for four score years.
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Now, at the end of his life, all had
come together at last: the two great
est bards, the golden harp—together,
united by the inexorable force of
destiny. The old man stroked the
boy's head; his tired eyes followed
every movement of the harp as it was
lifted from its velvet bed and placed
into the hands of the First bard. A
hush fell over the crowd. The sun, a
red egg, slowly separated from the
eastern coastline. The First bard
lifted his hand
and began to play; softly at first,
then lifted by the strength of selfassurance, his voice rose from deep
within his breast and soared into the
morning sky. His fingers touched
the harp sensuously, unhurried,
carefully relishing the memory of
each rich chord before it softly sank
into a chord more sweet. He played
flawlessly, without pause, from
sunrise to sunset, his mellifluous
voice mingling with the rising and
falling arpeggios of the instrument
that glinted warmly in the diffused
rays of the setting sun.
*

*

*

Sometime that night under the
glorious canopy of stars the First
bard struck a final, lingering chord
that permeated the still air with a
sweet, dying melancholy. It was as
if that chord, the pinnacle of perfec
tion, simultaneously drew to itself
and brought to completion all the
notes that had been played since the
beginning of time. The Second bard

carefully watched the strings of the
harp as they quivered with the
memory of sound. The audience,
unaware that it had not moved since
the previous morning, strained its
ears to capture the last sublime notes
that floated across the shimmering
plain as if to preserve them from
dissolving into the oblivion of night.
The instrument exchanged
hands, and the Second bard (whose
turn had now come), felt the frame
tremble delicately in his hands. He
knew then that the instrument had
faithfully collected and preserved
each flawless chord of the first
bard's virtuosity—that everything
had been captured, not only the First
bard's entire inimitable repertoire,
but the chords of every previous
Singing Contest, each sublime note
passed down through the relentless
accumulation of time, contained and
transferred from bard to bard in the
instrument that had given them birth.
The golden harp resonated softly in
his hands. Only one thing was
needed. He ran his fingers across the
strings so daintily that only his
opponent heard the thread of notes
that breathed into the night air. The
audience patiently waited for the
Second bard
to begin. He did not begin.
With an abrupt motion he set the in
strument aside and rose to leave.
Astonished faces watched him
descend the platform and fade into
the milky night. Incredulous faces
listened to the First bard acknowl
edge his own defeat.ffl
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The
Unfortunate
Slaying of
Mr. May fieId
BY JENNIFER THOMPSON

M . MAYFIELD sank into the plush of
his car, grateful to have escaped the cold March rain. He turned
on the radio and paused to let the car warm up. He closed his
eyes and allowed the orchestra of strings to rhythmically massage
his tired body. Mr. Mayfield sighed contentedly and started
home. The violins filled the car. Their whining sound obliterated
distinction between chorus and verse. Mr. Mayfield nodded
approval and hummed along absentmindedly. He thought of his
accomplishments that day. They had worked on a particularly
tedious arrangement of "Sweet Child O' Mine." Meticulously the
quartet changed cacophany into perfect melody. Geniuses,
thought Mr. Mayfield.
He passed by store fronts and apartment buildings. A group
of televisions displayed in a ship caught Mr. Mayfield's eye. The
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pictures flashed images of a house
on fire, a man being dragged off into
a police car and an ad for Stove Top.
Mr. Mayfield sighed with dismay.
He would be late for dinner. His
eyes went back to the road which
had started to curve and slope. In the
distance he saw flashing lights and a
car smashed against a tree. As he
drove by, he noticed an injured
woman in a bloody shirt lying by the
road. She was crying and attempting
to sit up. Mr. Mayfield drowned her
cries with the violins and quickly
dismissed the episode in distaste.
The store fronts and neon lights
eventually turned into mailboxes and
stop signs. Mr. Mayfield lived in an
established neighborhood for small
families. Some had left in search of
larger homes but Mr. Mayfield
avoided the complications of mov
ing. He had the front redone in
brickface and the kitchen remodeled
and he was content. He pulled into
the driveway and parked. April was
busy getting dinner on the table. He
gave her a light embrace and asked
when dinner would be ready. They
discussed their activities of the day,
and their son, who was staying at a
friend's that night. He was tired so
he took up his book and sat in his
chair. Mr. Mayfield had given up
reading the paper years ago.
Dinner was delicious as usual
and he didn't forget to compliment
her on it. Then April told him she
was having an affair and wanted a
divorce. Naturally Mr. Mayfield was
confused and could only stare at her.

After some time he spoke and in
sisted that she didn't really mean it.
They should talk before she made
such a hasty decision. April shook
as she stood up from the table. Her
chest heaved and she slowly ordered
him to leave the house. She hated
him and Mr. Mayfield felt cold.
With each step he winced and
thought about leaving the house. As
he shut the door, he could still hear
her muffled accusations.
Mr. Mayfield pulled his coat
tighter around him and cursed the
forgotten rain. He walked along the
sidewalk with his head bent, watch
ing the pavement. He sloshed
through puddles disregarding the
water seeping into his shoes. He had
met April after a concert one eve
ning. They hailed down the same
cab and it pulled up to the curb
drenching both of them. They were
annoyed but looked at each other and
burst out laughing. Mr. Mayfield
looked up to see where the noise was
coming from. The new neighbors
were throwing a party. He heard the
din of music and laughter entwined
and indistinguishable. He and April
had attended a dinner party with the
former owners. It had been so
pleasant.
Mr. Mayfield struggled to
analyze this present predicament.
He walked for some time. It was
cold and he felt numb. He looked up
and noticed he was near a small
group of stores. He debated between
a bar and a deli, and decided on the
deli.
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Inside it was warm and the
atmosphere was a haven to Mr.
Mayfield. The place was quiet and
the only other customer was a large
man with a bold rose tattoo on the
back of his hand. He drank his
coffee slowly, listening to the sounds
in the shop. A limp song warbled
from the transistor radio. The hum
of the heater accompanied the tune
and Mr. Mayfield relaxed. When he
finished his cup, Mr. Mayfield came
to a conclusion. Everything would
be all right. He and April would
work it out. He would forgive her.
They had a good marriage and a
happy family. Maybe they would
move after all. Yes, everything
would be fine.
He stood up and went to pay for
his coffee. The other man followed
him up to the cash register. He
handed the small man behind the
counter a dollar. The shop owner
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stood in paralyzed fear. Mr. Mayfield twitched at the pressure of
metal against his neck. He nervously
tried to soothe his aggressor. The
man shot and Mr. Mayfield was
dead.
On a fine spring morning, Mr.
Mayfield was buried. The gathering
was small. A group of men came to
play a quiet tribute to their esteemed
colleague and a friend. The instru
ments sighed their version of "The
Boxer" in salute to a musical magi
cian. April and her son clung to each
other distraught with sorrow and
grief. She mourned a generous
provider, an ideal father, and a
devoted husband. The casket was
crowned with a wreath of white
carnations. The mourners were
touched by the words of the minister.
No man was more dedicated to his
art as Mr. Mayfield. ^

The Tears
of a
Clown
BY LISA CURLESS

A

JTJL DORNED IN my red ballet costume
and pink straw hat, he pretended to be a tight-rope walker in a cir
cus. Skittering to-and-fro, not knowing whether to cross, or
return to the platform, Bill amused me with his funny, foolish
antics in my backyard. The two of us would pretend to be any
thing from elephants to rabbits, with occupations varying from
farmers to pilots. Bill was my hero. He was also my babysitter,
and along with his wife, Clara, my third set of grandparents.
Bill and Clara lived in the old, gray, stone house next to ours.
They were an elderly couple in their late seventies. Their home
was nearly as familiar to me as my own, save one exception—I
never got into trouble at their house. Instead, I was "spoiled
rotten," as my real grandpa would say. When my parents were
gone on overnight business trips. I stayed next door. Whenever I
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was punished for any "misde
meanor" at home, I would threaten to
"run away" and live at "Bill's
house."
Although, Clara was dearly
loved by our family, Bill was always
my favorite. Somehow, when he and
I pretended something good, all of
the evil in the world could not make
that goodness diminish. Bill would
sing to me to make me laugh—
"Oh my sweet heart, don't ya
fear!
I'll catch you a king for a
souvenir!
I'll catch a little castle and a
Lisa too And that's about all one feller
can do!"
Being "caught" by the same
person who "caught" a "king" and a
"castle" made me feel so special!
Bill's were the first false teeth I
had ever seen. I remember the after
noon when I discovered that his
dentures did not remain in his mouth
permanently. The sight of his teeth
in his hand sent me, crying, out the
door and across the yard to my
house. When I finally calmed down,
my parents explained to me that
many "old" people had false teeth,
and that there was nothing to be
afraid of.
Eventually Bill and I were able
to pretend that his teeth were not
teeth at all. They were shells from a
very remote part of the Pacific
Ocean. Somehow I was not totally
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convinced. What Dad had said about
them (false teeth) being common
among "old people, bothered me.
Bill was not "old." Anyone who
could still dance a jig, make up a
song or pretend he was in the circus
was not old.
Bill and Clara moved out of the
big, gray house when I was seven. I
vividly remember hiding in boxes
while trying to "help" them in the
moving process. During the first few
years they lived away from us, we
paid several visits to them. The most
memorable visits were at Christmas
times. My favorite Christmas with
them was the Christmas Bill gave me
a transistor radio. The radio only got
two stations, but I knew they were
the "best" stations in the world!
Gradually our visits became
fewer and farther between. Months
would elapse between the times we
would travel to their home. Every
time we saw them, conversations
were full of worries about Clara.
Her health was failing rapidly.
Sometimes she wouldn't know us, so
Bill would have to explain who we
were. Finally, she was admitted to a
nursing home nearby, but Bill
attempted to keep up the house as
well as visiting her daily .
I could see them both aging—
but Bill still remembered his songs
and his jigs. He even remembered
the incident with the teeth. There
was no pretending now, though. I
knew they were teeth and not shells.
I also knew that Bill was human. He
would not always stay young. At

school and at home I had always
been taught to look at things logi
cally, but with Bill, there was no
need for logic. Everything had made
sense—every pretended detail.
I saw Bill in August, only one
week before he died. He was in the
hospital wing of the nursing home
where he had been admitted. Bill
had always been thin, but now he
appeared more skeletal than ever!
He was strapped to a wheel chair
next to a window where he sat
gazing out onto the lawn below. At

least he knew us. Dad talked to him
about the hospital bills and about
Clara as I sat on the edge of the bed,
holding his hand. His skin was
wrinkled and soft with age. I asked
him if he remembered the songs he
used to sing to me. He didn't. For
the first time I realized that Bill
would someday die. He was not
immortal as I would have liked to
believe. Bill was not playing makebelieve. The nursing home was
real—and so were his tears—the
tears of my clown.^
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Three
Years
BY ALYSON FLYNN

w.,

side-by-side on the couch. The

room was dark except for the street lights dusting the furniture.
My left side was stiff. A ribbon of cool October air stole through
the window crack and grazed my upper arm. The chill toughened
my skin like a corpse's.
My right side was warm from her body. Although we sat so
close, I was somewhere else. I don't remember where, just not
there. Our eyes were closed and it seemed to be our only means
of privacy from each other. Pink Floyd cradled the room, allow
ing me to escape beyond the white washed sterility of the walls.
Occasionally, I would open my eyes and gaze at our apart
ment. All was gray. Dark, medium, and light gray decorated the
room. How ironic that the room looked as I felt. I laughed in
side. It was one of those sarcastic snickers somewhere between a
v
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sigh and a sob.
Suddenly, her breathing became
heavy and I knew she must have
drifted off. I turned my head to
watch her sleep. Only her cheek
bone and the tip of her left ear were
lit by the street lamp. I looked hard,
but for some reason she looked
different so close up. Did she look
like that this morning? I couldn't
remember the last time I looked her
in the face.
A strange fear bit me. What if
she isn't the girl I married? At one
point I knew her well, but at the
moment I could only remember that
she liked spinach and I didn't.
I should have felt guilty that we

had come to this. I didn't even know
if she was happy with me. We had
regressed so naturally in the three
years of our marriage that it almost
felt comfortable.
The last song ended on the CD.
Instinctively, she opened her eyes
and took a deep breath. Turning
toward me, she exhaled.
"Honey," I whispered against
the darkness, "Do you remember
where we met?"
"Outside your dorm, my fresh
man year," she said slowly.
I sighed. I guess it was relief.
"It's getting late. Let's go to
sleep."s
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To
Those
Who Fly
BY JACK LUGAR

J

SAT UP in my bed with a huge thrust,

sweat rushing down my face. Quickly I threw off the covers and
dropped my feet to the floor from the top bunk. I ran for the
window across the room to see the enormous blaze lighting the
entire midnight sky for miles around. Another fighter jet had
gone down, and most likely it's a pilot too. The reverberating
explosion sent my mind chasing nightmares. I dashed from the
window through the bedroom door to my parents' room. Slowly,
I opened their door and peeked inside.
Many times I heard my parents arguing about the program
here at Edward's. The Air Force had a mission to break the sound
barrier. Every time my father went up for test flights, I secretly
feared that he would never return. Each crash that sounded in my
ears shook my stomach. I would ache for hours until my father
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loved Mom and me. He always told
us he did.
When I peered around the door
I
saw
my mom sitting on the end of
flew.
It seemed as though every week her bed crying. She looked up at me
and opened her arms for me to come
another pilot went down. No one
to her. Slowly, I began to walk
except the officials knew or cared to
toward
her. She did not have to say
know exactly how many crashed.
a
word.
I knew that it was my dad's
My entire childhood was lived in
jet that went down. I sat as close to
fear of losing my father. I continu
my mom as possible grabbing tightly
ally asked why he would not have
to her body. It felt like I would
been a teacher or a salesman.
never let her go. My eyes filled with
I hated the fear that existed.
tears, but they would not fall. With
My mom would sit in her rocking
my vision blurred, I lifted my head
chair and try to sew when a crash
and
looked through the window. I
was heard, but her hands would
could
see the glow of orange and
shake as tears rolled down her face.
She could not finish anything for the yellow. My favorite colors had
turned against me. They stood for
rest of the day. Once Dad came
death and hate. I only felt anger but
home he would hold her in his arms
on the couch and speak gently to her. not for my dad; not for anyone.
My father's death taught me
I never heard what he said, but I
strength. Nothing was left for me to
could imagine. She would bury her
fear. I would have loved to have had
head into his chest and occasionally
him back. I would have given any
nod as he spoke.
thing. We moved to San Diego a
Once he finished talking with
few
weeks after the funeral. We
her, he would come to me and
buried my dad at the cemetery on the
explain the reason he flew, and what
base. That is how he wanted it. We
it meant to him. He would say, "I
went to see his grave at least once a
don't mean to hurt your mother or
you. I have to fly to live. It's some year. My mother got remarried two
thing I can't keep inside. Thank God years later and her life began again.
She smiled more and began to relax.
he brought me around when there
I do not know if I can explain
were planes."
this,
but
when I went to college, I
He may have been a little over
joined
the
Air Force ROTC. From
dramatic about the whole situation,
there I went into the Air Force, and
but I told him I understood although
my
mom fully supported it. Maybe I
at the time I really did not. I wanted
felt
I had to finish what my dad
to know why he was willing to risk
could
not.
his life and cause such tension for us.
To this day I can still hear the
At times I wondered whether he
returned to the house; my only
assurance that it was not him who
crashed. I was never told when he
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echo from my dad's crash. It is a
good reminder. Dad was straight
forward with me. I respected him
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for that. He had to fly to live, and he
flew to die. Now, I can honestly say
that I do understand. I fly to live, gg
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